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a b s t r a c t

Alterations in the proportion of conventional generation to that of renewable energy source could
be a future challenge for electric energy networks. Conventional power plants are being replaced by
wind and solar energy. Solar PV plants and wind turbines lower the system inertia constant, causing
the grid frequency to shift. Renewable energy generation plants that are integrated into the energy
system may cause problems with frequency stability if adequate frequency control techniques are
not applied. In this study, a Load Frequency Control framework based on aggregators is developed
to improve the frequency response of the power system. It was demonstrated that the aggregator
is capable of forecasting available flexibility for the day ahead contributing to the frequency control
process. The aggregator is contributing to the grid frequency stabilization considering the price signal
for minimizing energy costs, with an effect on end user’s energy bills reduction. For assessing the
aggregator’s flexibility availability, the aggregator calculates the contributed power after minimizing
its energy costs. The results show that it is possible to use DR technology to stabilize the grid frequency.
With the loss of generation of 50 MW, the aggregators contribute mainly for the morning event with
a contribution of about 4 MW followed by the night event with the contribution of approximately
3.5 MW. The largest contribution was obtained between 06:00 and 8:00 for the examined area
with three aggregators, and the smallest contribution was obtained between 22:00 and 24:00. By
considering the whole power system, with the integrated renewable energy resources in different
periods, the findings demonstrate that even though the frequency decreases, it quickly returns to the
usual operating limit and stabilizes itself back to the normal operating limits of 50 Hz as a result of
the aggregator participation in the process of grid frequency stabilization.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

As a result of the fact that customers may go through times
f insufficient or excessive electricity supply, it is viable for ag-
regators to offer customers services that either raise or reduce
he amounts of electricity that they use. If there is a surplus of
ower or insufficient of it, an aggregator is capable of lowering
he demand (also known as providing flexibility) in accordance
ith this information. In generally, generating and reserve units
re required to make adjustments to the generated power in
esponse to the variations in demand in order to maintain an
perating frequency that falls within the normal pre-set limits
which is 50 Hz for the considered case study). Because it was
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shown that the future system’s inertia would be lower as a result
of changes in the use of alternative electricity generation from
solar or wind, the existing strategies of controlling the frequency
will not be enough (Dehghanpour and Afsharnia, 2015). As a
consequence of renewable energy sources integration, additional
frequency control provision is necessitated to guarantee that
the renewable energy sources dependable services are provided
without the violation of power grids security, reliability, stability,
and its dynamic steady state operations.

Regarding the situation in Rwanda, the research referred to in
Mudaheranwa et al. (2022) showed that the existing conventional
power sources would not be capable of absorbing the variability
in power generations output from renewable power (i.e, PV) and
imported electricity penetration. This conclusion was reached
after conducting an analysis of three different possible futures
for the modern technology of renewable energy generation. As a
result of the aforementioned, the frequency may end up deviating
above or below the safe operating limits as a consequence. During
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Abbreviations

AGC Automatic Generation Control
ANSI American National Standards Institute
DER Distributed Energy Resources
DG Distributed Generator
DSO Distribution System Operators
EV Electric Vehicle
ICA Imperialist Competitive Algorithm
LA Load Aggregator
LCE Loading Control Error
LFC Load Frequency Control
LRC Loading regulation capacity
MFLN Modified Functional-Link net
PHSS Pumped Hydroelectric Storage System
REG Rwanda Energy Group
RES Renewable Energy Resources
SDGs Sustainable Development Goals
TSO Transmission system operator
SOS Symbiotic Organism Search
PSO Particle Swarm Optimization

Symbols and Units

P0
ni The detected available power (fore-

casted flexibility) in MW.
Pmax
ni The Aggregator maximum power (MW).

Pmax
gi The AGC maximum power (MW).

N Number of aggregators.
Pa
ni Aggregator allowable minimum contri-

bution power (MW).
i Subscript referring to area i = 1,2&3
Hi Inertia constant of area i
Ri Aggregate speed regulation of area i
Di Load frequency characteristics of area i
"zi System stiffness
Tghi Governor time constant of the hydro

power plant in control area i
Tgti Governor time constant of the thermal

power plant in control area i
Tij Synchronizing power coefficient (pu)

between area i and j
Ttti Thermal turbine time constant of area i
Tthi Hydro turbine time constant of area i

the high progression scenario, the calculated value of the inertia
constant could drop from 7.2 s to somewhere around 3.83 s,
which would result in drop in frequency of around 46.45 hertz
(roughly 7.5 percent just under the standard frequency of op-
eration, which is set at 50 Hz). According to the estimates, by
the year 2050, the grid will have seen more significant variations
and oscillations as a result of a higher renewable energy source
integration into the grid. As a result, there is a possibility that the
system will become unstable.

Following power disruptions, the analysed frequency response
emonstrated that the frequency somehow does not stay within
he established limits. As a contribution in this regard, this study
resents a new approach for controlling the frequency by taking
nto consideration the involvement of demand-side management.
3968
Classical approaches for automatic generation control (AGC)
are typically suitable for particular frequency operation condi-
tions. On the other hand, taking into consideration the prolif-
eration of new microgrids and renewable energy sources, this
AGC strategy may no longer be appropriate for the future’s power
systems.

Some research publications have provided more advanced
solutions that assist frequency control by focusing on demand re-
sponse and adaptability. The purpose of the article (Villena et al.,
2015) is to analyse the demand-side contributions to frequency
management. In it, the authors examine and outline a compre-
hensive process for determining essential wind fluctuations in
power grids that have a large presence of wind. The research
presented in Zhu et al. (2017a) addresses the modelling and
control method for LFC and DR in a deregulated power system.
This research takes into account the many temporal delays that
are caused by the use of channels of communication. In addition,
a description of the general idea behind DR programs as well
as its classification can be found in Wu and Tang (2019). This
is then accompanied by a focus on the particular concept of
Direct Load Control (DLC) and Extended Demand Response (EDR)
programs. Latif et al. (2020) investigates the role that price-based
demand response (PBDR) plays in frequency control by employing
a hybrid microgrid system to conduct their research. This partic-
ular microgrid plan incorporates diesel engine generators, wind
turbine generating systems, solar thermal power systems, fuel
cells, and aqua electrolyzers into its infrastructure.

A survey of the relevant literature indicates that a number
of LFC strategies have been suggested for use in interconnected
power networks. These methodologies have made substantial
contributions to the early development of LFC operation (Zhu
et al., 2017b; Silva and Assis, 2020). However, at the same time,
it has been noted in this research report that the majority of
the investigators have worked on load frequency management
difficulties that are confined to the conventional interconnected
power system. The conventional resources are decreasing on a
daily basis, and at the same time, the demand for power is also
growing; hence, there is a greater focus placed on the inclusion
of renewable energy sources (RES) (Kerdphol et al., 2019; Ahmed
et al., 2021). The magnificent benefit of the suggested use of
RES is that it does not produce any carbon emissions, it is a
clean source, it is readily available, and it is both good to the
environment and the economy (Saxena et al., 2020; Marzebali
et al., 2020). Interconnected power networks are impacted in
two different ways when conventional energy sources like so-
lar photovoltaic and wind turbines are occasionally replaced by
intermittent non-conventional energy sources. Both a decrease
in the system’s inertia and intermittent generation are major
contributors to frequency stability getting worse with time (Datta
et al., 2019; Agostini et al., 2021). As a result, a high penetration
rate can indicate that there are specific problems with voltage
instability, frequency deviation, poor power quality, or reliability
obstruction. For the purpose of mitigating the aforementioned
issues and increasing the proportion of renewable energy sources
(RES) in the electric power system (Joung et al., 2019; Das et al.,
2020), a fresh point of view and an original ideology are required.

Studies have proposed that energy storage (ES) systems are a
viable option that has the ability to overcome the unfavourable
impacts that are caused by the lowering of inertia caused by
RES (Xu et al., 2018; Arya, 2020). The energy storage component
is responsible for supplying the injected power in the event of
unexpected fluctuations in demand, which helps to maintain the
consistent frequency of the load. It is possible for the microgrid’s
reserve power in energy storage (ES) elements to raise the in-
ertia property, which will result in a more stable load frequency

(Debbarma and Dutta, 2017; Vinoth Kumar and Thameem Ansari,
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016). Therefore, a high-power density storage system such as
uper capacitor energy storage (SCES) (Saha and Saikia, 2018;
umar et al., 2018), superconducting-magnetic-energy-storage
SMES) (Salama et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018), and flywheel-
nergy-storage (FES) (Hassanzadeh et al., 2020) can be merged
ith BES in order to regulate greater surge currents in a cost-
ffective manner. These are currently under consideration for
he purpose of storing unused energy and supplying that energy
uring times of high load demand. The literature review makes
t abundantly clear that LFC has an enviable position in future
ower scenarios that investigate some renewable energy sources
hat have not yet been fully investigated (Xi et al., 2020a).

It has been observed, in light of what has been said above
s well as the examination of previous research works, that re-
earchers are constrained to and predisposed toward the standard
FC formulation. However, because of shifts in lifestyle, the ongo-
ng depletion of conventional sources of energy, and increases in
upply and demand, renewable energy sources and the applica-
ion of those sources are playing an essential role in addressing
he issues that have been raised. Because of this, the purpose
ehind the present work, which deals with the incorporation
f RES into both the traditional and modern LFC approach, is
einforced.

Although the references discussed in the literature review
onsider Demand Response (DR), but the significance of flexibility
s often disregarded. To bridge this research gap, a framework
or the provision of frequency response services facilitated by an
ggregator is presented in this study.
Demand for electricity should be regulated, and the aggrega-

or plays an important role in this. The control of demand by
he aggregator is done by either raising the amount of energy
upplied when there is a rise in the quantity of energy require-
ent or by raising the energy consumed when there is a rise

n the quantity of power delivery. The measurement of system
requency, followed by the implementation of load limitation or
oad shedding mechanisms in reaction to that detection, is what
auses changes to the consumption levels (known as incentive
ased direct load control). It is essential to have a load aggregator
n order to exercise control over the overall amount of load that
s necessary in order to keep a record of the intended amount
f power consumption. It acts as a bridge connecting customers
nd the administrator of the grid, making decisions that take into
ccount the advantages enjoyed by customers as well as those of
he overall system.

By considering the operation of a wide range of renewable en-
rgy sources and load management system, the study investigates
he reduction of the total reliance on electricity from the grid, in
ay-ahead and real-time energy markets, while also balancing an
nticipated load.

.1. Load aggregators and their impact on energy systems

The aggregator has the ability to limit usage (flexibility provi-
ion) depending on whether electricity is in abundant supply or
ven in limited supply as shown in Fig. 1.
In the past of vertically integrated power utilities, the same

orporation was often responsible for the generation of elec-
ricity, operation of the network, and supply of final customers.
his model has since become less common Distribution System
perators (DSOs), in power networks that have been liberalized,
ay be required to accommodate a range of energy suppliers

nside their grid domain. On the other hand, suppliers might
articipate in multiple grid systems at the same time (Hadi, 1999;
rabha et al., 1994).
The electricity market facilitates the exchange of energy be-

ween suppliers and producers. In addition, companies that pro-
uce electricity are expected to compete for control reserves
3969
Fig. 1. Block diagram of aggregator as flexibility provider.

and other grid services which are managed by Transmission
System Operators (TSOs). These services are referred to as ‘‘an-
cillary service markets’’. In order to ensure that conditions are
not discriminatory, it is a standard practice for grid operators to
place limits on the information that can be shared with market
participants (Koch, 2015). This has a number of repercussions,
particularly for the implementation of ‘‘Smart Grid’’ capabilities
within electricity distribution networks. In the context of smart
grids, new capacities and technologies are put in place to pro-
mote increased information flow and correspondence amongst
all parties concerned. This helps make the system more efficient.
These include generation companies, system operators, market
players, and distribution system load aggregators (Anon, 2011).
In this section, load aggregators and the influence they have on
the global landscape of electrical systems are discussed.

1.2. Load aggregator concepts

A Load-Serving Entity, often known as an LSE, is an entity
that connects the consumers and the market for electricity (Anon,
2022a). In its early days, LSE is primarily involved in the business
of buying and selling power. It is also the company that came
before Load Aggregators (LAs). As a result of the increased uti-
lization of demand-side resources, LA evolved from a section of
LSE into a more specialized entity responsible for the integration
of DR resources (Saad et al., 2009).

In order to engage in the power system market or offer ser-
vices to system operators as a single entity, different agents in the
power system, such as consumers and producers or consumers
with other combinations, are characterized by Burger et al. (2017)
as aggregation. To summarize, LA is a coordinator of DR’s avail-
able resources. LA operates as a communication entity between
grid businesses and power users, making efficient use of idle and
distributed load resources. Additionally, Load aggregators per-
form the function of a gateway connecting energy consumers and
service providers by integrating and regulating load resources on
the consumer side (i.e., virtual power plants). Aggregators are
relatively recent additions to the world of electricity systems.
They are equipped with the capacity to exert their influence over
a number of grid-connected units by means of an appropriate
communication interface. In order for the units to cooperate and
achieve a predetermined control objective as a whole, coordina-
tion is typically accomplished through centralized optimization.
The units in an aggregator’s portfolio can be used for trading in
the electricity and ancillary service markets.
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Fig. 2. Operation structure of load aggregator in electric power system.
Controllable loads, distributed power sources, and energy stor-
ge devices are the three sorts of resource types that fall under
he purview of the LA control system.

ontrollable load. There are three distinct classifications that are
sed to categorize loads that have the possibility to be deployed.
hese categories are transferable loads, reducible loads, and ther-
ostatically regulated loads. Anon (2022b) and Udoakah et al.

2019) state that the definition of transferable load is the load
hat has a fixed level of power usage during the entire scheduled
eriod with a beginning that is reasonably changeable. A load is
eferred to as ‘‘reducible load’’ when it possesses a particular level
f adaptability and operability in terms of its operating time and
he quantity of electricity it requires. This load is characterized
y its ability to modify its status in order to meet the demand
hat is being imposed on the network, as well as by its flexible
cheduling, rapid reaction, and limited capacity for aggregation.
ir conditioning, water heaters, and other loading are frequently
ncluded in the category of thermostatically regulated loads. Ther-
ostatically controlled loads are distinguishable from other types
f loads due to their rapid reaction, their capability to store
nergy, and their greater standard of manoeuvrability.
An autonomous energy supply system that is deployed at the

onsumer end, is what distributed generation is described as
u et al. (2011a). The broad adoption of green sources on the
onsumer end tends to increase the planning control range of
he system, that also allows the consumer side to use the elec-
ric power all the while operating as the supply to send power to
he grid. This is made possible by the fact that the user side makes
xtensive use of renewable energy. They exist many different
inds of distributed generators, and each of these sources has its
wn set of distinctive characteristics. For example, photovoltaic
enewable power can only be produced during daytime, while
ind power seems to have the capacity to control peak load.
Fig. 2 provides a visual representation of the organizational

ake-up of LA’s workings.
3970
1.3. Load aggregator responsibility on the side of user and the power
market

On the user side, the LA operation mostly consists of installing
intelligent monitoring and providing technical assistance, car-
rying out an analysis of the user’s DR capacity, designing an
incentive mechanism, and scheduling and planning in ahead. It
is necessary for LA to investigate the many kinds of loads and
the DR potential of each, as well as to comprehend the degree to
which the loads of the various electricity-using equipment vary.

Individualized agreements are negotiated with customers on
the basis of their individual patterns of power usage (past data,
such like response time and curtailment), the limits imposed by
their usage habits, and their commitment to reduce their power
consumption. The purpose of these contractual agreements is to
establish the much more appropriate customer service available
in order to schedule their involvement in a specific market in
order to maximize the use of resources, as well as to maximize
the influence and importance of DR commitment in the market
(Anon, 2009; Ming et al., 2020). This is done in order to maximize
the potential for profit from DR’s willingness to participate in the
business.

As far as the incentives are concerned, a suitable incentive
structure is an absolute necessity if one wishes to successfully
persuade customers to take an active role in the programs that
are offered by LA. The rates of compensation are decided by LA
after consulting with the user and are based on the particular kind
of service that is being given. These rates are provided by LA. It
is required to build a penalty mechanism to limit user behaviour
in order to prevent the unstable operation of the system that is
produced by an excessive number of consumers not responding
to the system’s requests. In addition, LA is required to give careful
regard to the satisfaction, level of comfort, and power usage
trends of the consumers (Angel and Mansueti, 2009).

The LA needs to prepare ahead for its scheduling demands and
keep customers informed. In order to arrive at the most cost-

effective combination of scheduling options, the formulation of
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the scheduling plan needs to take into account reducing costs
in its full extent, the possibility of consumer insolvency, and the
requirement to meet the constraints of consumer intrusion time,
lower and higher cutting timing (Gholian, 2016; Parvania, 2014;
Ruiz, 2009).

2. Research elaboration

2.1. Proposed aggregator’s coordination model

As a result of the imbalance between load and generation,
the frequency of a power system oscillates around the traditional
system frequency (e.g., 50 Hz). Consequently, robust measures
need to be implemented to return frequency to its nominal opera-
tional value. It is assumed that each control area should have one
or multiple LAs, each of which must have maximum regulation
capacity (Pmax

ni, ).
Additionally, the LA in each control area is overseen by a

coordinator. The power mismatch (∆PL) between each region is
stimated from the area control error (ACE) signal in the transient
hase when there is an imbalance in power. Based on the ACE,
n investigation into the power provision technique for AGC units
uring the period in which LAs are introduced within each control
egion is carried out. Through consideration of the regulation
apacity limits

[
Pmin
g , Pmax

g

]
of AGC units and LAs, the goal is to

etermine how this imbalanced power is shared between them.
uring implementation of the presented control scheme, a LA
oordinator is proposed, which generates an electronic coordina-
ion signal that is transmitted to all LAs. The LFC method with the
articipation of LA of ith control area is shown in Fig. 3.
Given that N represents the number of LAs and Q represents

he number of generating units in the ith control area. Based
3971
n the theory presented in Anon (2021a), the frequency control
odel is given as in (1).

fi (S) =
1

2Hi + Di

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Ni∑

n=1

∆PO
ni (S) − ∆PLi (s) +

Qi∑
q = 1

Mqi (S)
[
∆Pcqi (s) −

1
Rqi

∆fi (S)
]
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

− ∆Ptie,i

}
(1)

Where Mqi is calculated as in (2):

Mqi =
1(

1 + TgqiS
) ·

1(
1 + TtqiS

) (2)

With: Tg representing the governor time constant. Tt denoting the
turbine time constant. The tie-line power deviation is defined as
in (3):

∆Ptie,i(S) =
2π
s

⎡⎣ M∑
j=1,j̸=i

Tij
(
∆fi − ∆fj

)⎤⎦ (3)

The overall power imbalance is adjusted by both the available
capacity (∆Pc) to be provided by generating units and the LAs
(∆PO

ni) in steady state.
As a result, the new equilibrium equation for control area i is

iven by (4):

PLi =

ni∑
∆PCqi +

Ni∑
∆PO

ni (4)

q=1 n=1
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram representing the control layout of the LA.
To ensure that all LAs have an equal opportunity to participate
n the grid frequency stabilization, the required active power
s allocated in the same proportion as the maximum possible
ctive power control capability for every LA (Pmax

ni ). For example,
ssuming that PO

ni(t) is the active power of the nth LA under
resent conditions, a fair regulatory issue among numerous LAs
equires that each one should operate at the same ratio (γ ), which
s referred to as coordinated consensus participation, described by
5):

PO
1i

Pmax
1i

=
PO
2i

Pmax
2i

= · · · =
PO
Ni

Pmax
Ni

= γ (5)

As both AGC and LAs share the imbalanced power in the con-
trol area, which is divided among them, the dividing ratios (µ) of
AGC capability, and that of LAs (γ ) are introduced. The coordina-
tor initiates the participation of the LAs by transmitting a control
signal (γ ) to the participants.

Fig. 4 depicts the control of the LA’s participation. The electric
power provided by each LA is calculated with the assistance of
the logic depicted in the schematic diagram, which is consistent
with the control algorithm outlined in (5).

The ACE is detected by the LAC, which then queries each
LA for their contribution to the minimum and maximum avail-
able power. To ensure that each LA has an equal opportunity
to participate in the market, the LAC calculates the amount of
electricity to be given using (5) and communicates the result
to each aggregator and generator. After comparing the available
maximum and minimum power at each LA, the control signal
(γ ) is obtained as shown in Fig. 5, where the contributed power
by the aggregators is computed as well. In Fig. 5, the following
nomenclature is adopted:

P0
ni is the detected available power (forecasted flexibility).

Pmax
ni is the Aggregator maximum power.

Pmax
gi is the AGC maximum power.

N is the number of aggregators.
Pa
ni is the Aggregator allowable minimum contribution power.

2.2. Analysis and estimation of the aggregator’s potential contribu-
tion

It is possible for a grid trader to participate in the whole-
sale market without or with an agreement with an aggregator.
3972
There is also the possibility of entering into contractual agree-
ments with aggregators in order to take care of its locally con-
nected load. Aggregators are allowed to enter into bilateral agree-
ments with network operators and consumers in order to offer
load-side control services and energy subsidies. In addition, the
aggregator has the ability to act as a reseller for the grids, and as a
result, it has the ability to grant the accessibility to the wholesale
market. Both the wholesale market and the Distribution System
Operator (DSOs) will be able to take advantage of the aggregator’s
services. Customers’ resources related to the units of the relevant
DSO are used to improve services delivered to that the DSO.

The aggregator’s contributing power is estimated by eval-
uating the flexibility of customers’ grid integration under the
constraints of a given pricing incentive signal provided by the
aggregator. EMS optimization from the aggregator’s point of view,
price inducement signal deployment, and the ultimate generation
of changes in loading condition are the purposes of this study.

The method of scheduling and operating methods that is de-
scribed in Coppl et al. (2020) and Xu et al. (2011b) is utilized
in this study. Within this method, there are clusters, and the
average consumer is used to represent each cluster. Following
the completion of a separate simulation of the EMS for every
customer, the results are then summed by multiplying with the
overall number of prosumers.

In addition, the GAMS (Bussieck and Meeraus, 2002) and MAT-
LAB software were used in the creation of the flexibility forecast-
ing tool.

2.3. The determination of the power contribution made by the ag-
gregator

The demand and generation units are the elements that are
engaged in the load management flexibility for customers. This
flexibility is provided by the demand response. The following is

a detailed breakdown of the categories that they fall into:
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Fig. 5. Proposed algorithm to coordinate the aggregators.
ritical load: refers to the appliances which demand has to be
atisfied at all times and is unmanageable. This consumption
ust always be met no matter what.

hiftable load: Since these appliances must run continually for a
ertain amount of time once they have been switched on, their
sage can be postponed until a later point in time.

lectric Vehicles (EVs): Electric vehicles are an essential compo-
ent of system flexibility due to the fact that it is anticipated that
hey would function in both directions. The modelling technique
akes into account a number of crucial factors, including the elec-
ric vehicle batteries’ maximum and minimum states of charge
SoC), as well as the driving patterns that are analysed for each
f the batteries.

enewable Energy Resources: Solar PV plants are being investi-
ated as a potential source of renewable energy.
Assuming that Cc is the cost of grid connectivity, Hp is the pre-

icted price one day ahead in the spot market, EV disch
C is the cost

f EV battery degradation, and πpuns is the price of "unsupplied
emand penalties. This will create a mathematical model for the
ptimal power contribution. The goal is to bring down the energy
xpenses of the aggregator as much as possible, which will in
urn bring down the energy bills of the final user. By solving the
ollowing optimization problem, one can determine the cost that
s the lowest possible:

min
T∑

t=1

[
Ha

(
Pbuy
t + P sell

t

)
+ Ca

(
Pbuy
t − P sell

t

)]
+

T∑ V∑
∆T
[
EV disch

C PEVdisch
t,v

]
+

T∑
πpunsdunsupt
t=1 v t=1
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−

N∑
n

tf∑
ti

(
1 − xn,t

)
In,t (6)

in which Pbuy
t is the amount of power that was bought from

the grid, P sell
t is the amount of power that was sold to the grid,

PEVdisch
t,v is the rate at which electric vehicles are discharged, dunsupt

is the amount of unmet critical demand, and xn,t and In,t are
the incentive activation and the incentive that is given to con-
sumers, respectively. The times tI and tf , respectively, denote the
beginning and closing times of the incentive.

The corresponding constraints on the previous components
will need to be relaxed a bit in order to solve the dual problem
that has been given. The constraints are described as below:

1. Constraints imposed by the power dynamic balance

PPV
t +

V∑
v

PEVdisch
t,v + Pbuy

t = dsupt +

R∑
r=1

dshiftt,s +

V∑
v=1

PEVcharg
t,v + P sell

t (7)

where, PPV
t is the power to be provided by PV plants, dsupt the

supplied essential loads, and dshiftt,s , loads that can be shifted

2. Constraints imposed by variable loads which can be shifted
T−(Lr−1)∑

t=1

xshiftt,r = 1 (8)

dshiftt,s =

Lr∑
l=1

Dshift
l,r xshiftt−l+1,r (9)

with xshiftt,r indicating the beginning of shiftable loading and Dshift
l,r

describing the pattern of shiftable loading.

3. EVs demand and supply constraints

PEVdisch
≤ PEV max

× SOC (10)
t,v v t−1,v
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d

The supply from or to EV is estimated by using (11), with V

enoting the how many EVs are deployed.

PEV
t,v =

(
εPEVcharg

t,v −
PEVdisch
t,v

ρ

)
(11)

NvSOCt,v = NvSOCt−1,v + PEV
t,v (12)

SOCmin
v ≤ SOCt,v ≤ SOCmax

v (13)

with SOC denoting the state of charge of the battery, ρ the battery
discharging efficiency, and ε the battery recharging efficiency.

4. Aggregator participation constraints
Each aggregator is responsible for determining the minimal

amount of power that is allowed to contribute to frequency
control, as detailed in (5) and depicted in the flowchart seen in
Fig. 3. When the inequality constraint is taken into consideration,
the optimal contributed power is estimated as in (14).

Pa
i ≤ ∆P0

ji ≤ Pmax
i (14)

In the above equation, ∆P0
ji indicates the optimal power con-

tribution that needs to be calculated in accordance with Fig. 3.

2.4. Dynamic frequency response analysis with RES integrated

MATLAB Simulink was used as the setting for the development
of the model of the Rwandan three-area system. It is expected
that all three of these locations are running in parallel at the
standard frequency of 50 Hz. The simulation began by taking
into account the current power system, and then it compared the
results to an estimated model of what the power system will look
like in the future after renewable energy sources (RES) have been
incorporated and aggregators have participated in the frequency
stabilization process. The investigation was carried out after the
disruption that had been applied, which had been brought on
by the loss of generation of 20 MW at t = 2 s. As can be seen
in Fig. 6, the power system is made up of 42 different types of
power plants, including hydro, solar, and thermal power plants,
all of which are interconnected with one another. These power
plants are governed by three distinct control zones, which are
referred to as the North zone, the South zone, and the Western
zone, respectively. After the overall system inertia constant has
been calculated, a frequency response model for the diagram
that has been given is next investigated. This model has all of
the generators in the same zone and of the same type grouped
together as one generator unit.

The electric distribution system is modelled in IPSA+ Power
software tool, which is specifically used to analyse the steady-
state operating characteristics of power systems with an option
including load-flow analysis. The generation mix in the system
includes hydropower plants with a total power of 103.16 MW),
and diesel-based plants with a total power of 58.8 MW.

There are four PV power plants with a total installed and
available capacity of 12.08 MW and 1.9 MW, respectively. Fur-
thermore, the only peat fired plant in the country has a capacity
of 15 MW and provides a power of up to 14.25 MW. Lastly, there
is also a methane-to-power plant with an installed capacity of
26.4 MW, which was commissioned in December 2015.

Overall, the existing generation plants (including hydro, diesel,
methane gas, biomass, and peat-to-power) in Rwanda can pro-
vide up to 222.9 MW. The IPSA+ schematic diagram of the net-
work is shown in Fig. 6.

There are a total of 14 different generation substations, as
illustrated in Fig. 6, and their installed capacities are listed in
Table 1.
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Table 1
Installed capacity for the system under study.

Busbar Power (MW) Power (MVAr)

KILINDA 27.0000 −6.8748

GIHIRA GEN 1.8000 −0.1799

CAMP BELGE 2.4000 8.6741

GIHIRA 6.9000 7.3416

KIVUWATT 25.0000 4.1503

JABANA MV 7.0000 1.0878

NTARUKA 8.9 −1.1380

JABANA THERMAL 20.0000 −0.1955

RUGEZI S 2.6000 3.5458

GISENYI GEN2 1.3000 0.4539

GIKONDO MV 47.0000 2.1073

MASHYUZA 40.0000 −1.9107

MUKUNGWA1 MV 28 −6.7247

RUKARARA 5 −0.214

As for the load characteristics, the demand for electricity range
between 87 and 193 MW with the installed generation presented
in Table 1. The minimum power demand has increased from
42.9 MW in 2013 to 12 MW in 2021 while the maximum peak
power demand increased from 87.7 MW to 193 MW. It is recog-
nized worldwide that the main electricity demand categories are
agriculture, services (or commercial), residential (or households),
industrial and transport sectors. However, in some countries such
as Rwanda, the consumption by some of these sectors are in-
significant in such a way that they are ignored when classifying
the demand and some others are split into subcategory for a
better management. The electricity demand categories followed
the classical categorization until 2008. After 2008, however, the
demand categories are classified into normal customers, medium
customers, public customers plus the REG consumption. In this
study, the demand classification is not taken into consideration,
as the needed data is only the connected load at each substation
as depicted in Table 2.

After the calculation of the total system inertia has been
completed, the frequency control model shown in Fig. 7 is in-
vestigated. The investigation assumes approach, all genera-
tors operating in the same zone and having the same model
are regarded as constituting a single generating unit. Based on
the results of the MATLAB Simulink simulation study, a typical
Rwandan power system is depicted as a three-area system that
integrates hydro, thermal, and solar electricity, all of which are
linked together by tie-lines. In order to get other significant
network base characteristics, in addition to the data presented in
Mudaheranwa et al. (2022), extra calculations and assumptions
were undertaken. The obtained values for each parameter are
represented in Tables III through Table 5, which are discussed in
the subsequent subsections.

2.4.1. A determination of the governor speed regulation, as well as
the system stiffness and load damping, and the system synchronizing
power coefficient

In a multi-generator network, the analogous generator model
representation that is found in Anon (2021a) can be employed if
it is assumed that all of the generators work at the same syn-

chronous speed. The equivalent load-damping constant, denoted
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Fig. 6. Modelled network without EVs chargers’ deployment.
y (Deq) is determined by the formula given in (15).

eq =

∑n
i Di

n
(15)

With n, the total number of participating generating unit and
i is the individual load responsiveness that corresponds to the
hange in frequency for every individual generating unit in turn.
n a power system, the combined effect of the droops of all the
lternators’ speed governors as well as the frequency adaptation
3975
characteristics of each load determines the system’s power to
frequency characteristics. This is because the system as a whole
determines the frequency adoption behaviours of all loads. This
power to frequency ratio can be used to determine the load
damping factor and the governor speed control (Sallam et al.,
2015; Anon, 2021a). The load-damping factor is stated as a pro-
portional variations in demand divided by proportional variations
in frequency for a system that has n generating units. The steady
state frequency variation (∆f ) following a change in load (∆P )
SS L
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Fig. 7. Dynamic frequency control model showing all three control areas with their integrated power generation technology.
s provided as in (16).

fSS =
−∆PL(

1
R1

+
1
R2

+ · · · +
1
Rn

)
+ D

(16)

The individual governor speed regulation is represented by the
arameter Ri, in per unit. As a result, the composite frequency
ynamics of the grid is determined as in (17).

=
1
Req

+ D (17)

here:

eq =
1
R1

+
1
R1

+ · · · +
1
Rn

(18)

The stiffness of the system is often denoted by the composite fre-
quency response characteristic denoted by the symbol ‘‘,’’ which
is commonly stated in MW/Hz. An increase in system load by ∆PL
(at the usual frequency) results in an increase in total generation
by ∆PG due to the action of the governor, and a reduction in total
system load by ∆PD due to the frequency sensitive feature (Sahin,
2020; Moorthi and Aggarwal, 1974; Anon, 2021b,a),

A power system’s load damping factor can be calculated using
data on load and frequency changes collected over time from the
three control regions, as is the case in this study. Table 3 dis-
plays the results of the load and frequency change tests. Table 3
also displays the results of the computation for the average of
each change, based on the sample of five unique events that were
collected from each substation of the three regions. Additionally,
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the calculated load damping factor is included in Table 3 for
each region. The calculated average load damping factor at the
North zone is approximately 1.05, while that at the South zone is
approximately 1.38, and that at the West zone are approximately
1.10.

The modelled version of the system under investigation in-
cludes additional control modes. In this regard, the calculations
for both the stiffness of the system and the constant for the gover-
nor’s speed control are carried out. The constant for regulating the
speed of the governor, denoted by ‘‘R’’, and the system stiffness,
denoted by (β) can be determined by applying the relationships
shown in Fig. 3 of Mudaheranwa et al. (2022). Table 4 presents
the results of the calculations made for the values of R and for
generating and installed capacity.

As was previously mentioned, the system is a supplementary
controlled interconnected network that features three distinct
control regions. The dynamic frequency control system in each
region of the system shall regulate the interchanged power and
its frequency with other existing control areas in order to serve
as the foundation for supplemental control (Sallam et al., 2015).
As a result, the power transmissions and the reactance readings
of the tie-lines are taken into consideration during the analysis
of the stated dynamic LFC system model in order to arrive at an
estimate of the system’s synchronizing power coefficients.

During typical operations, the power on the tie-line that is
responsible for the flow of energy from control area 1 to control
area 2 (Ptie,12) is derived from (16).

∆Ptie,12 =
|V1| |V2| cos (δ1 − δ2) (∆δ1 − ∆δ2) (19)
X12
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Table 2
Connected load for each substation.

Busbar Power (MW) Power (MVAr)

JABANA MV 11.7 0.1000

GISENYI GEN1 3.5000 0.1000

MASHYUZA 5.4000 0.6300

RUGEZI S 2.0000 0.2000

KARONGI LOAD 26.3 0.0600

NDERA MV 1.2000 0.1000

GASOGI LOAD 10.20000 0.9800

BUTARE CLIENTS 30.5 0.2200

GIFURWE 7.6 0.2000

GIKONDO MV 24.1000 1.1000

KIRINDA MV 3.6000 0.1000

BIREMBO 14.5 0.1000

NTARUKA MV 23.1 0.1000

CAMP BELGE 12.6 0.0700

MUSHA MV 1.5000 0.1000

MONT-KIGALI MV 4.3000 0.9000

REMERA 3.5000 0.1000

GIHIRA 2 5.4000 0.6300

GAHANGA 2.0000 0.2000

Table 3
Estimated load damping factors.

Area Case Change in frequency (%) Change in load (%) (Di)

1

1 1.3 1.3

1.05

2 1.14 1.1

3 0.32 0.2

4 0.36 0.8

5 1.56 0.2

Mean value 0.7 0.664

2

1 0.57 0.6

1.38

2 0.8 0.2

3 0 0.6

4 0.81 0.6

5 0.61 0.2

Mean value 0.41 0.315

3

1 0.55 0.51

1.11

2 0.38 0.38

3 0.19 0.11

4 0.00 0.0

5 0.79 0.71

Mean value 0.298 0.3079
3977
Table 4
Estimated R and β coefficients.

Generated
power
(MW)

Capacity
(MW)

Supply
change
(MW)

R β

91.01 122.03 25.56 0.051

39.01

90.77 121.73 25.41 0.044

91.65 121.73 24.69 0.0131

91.12 121.73 25.14 0.0139

91.60 121.73 24.73 0.062

R1eq 0.0261

37.19 40.81 8.81 0.069

28.6

37.31 40.81 8.52 0.1

37.2 40.81 8.84 0

36.81 40.81 9.76 0.079

37.19 40.81 8.91 0.071

R2eq 0.0351

56.51 62.55 9.65 0.0559

32.9

56.6 62.55 9.50 0.0401

56.75 62.55 9.26 0.0202

56.78 62.55 9.21 0

56.4 62.55 9.82 0.0801

R3eq 0.0320

Table 5
Computed synchronization power factor.

Control area ‘i’ Control area ‘j’ Reactance (Ω) Synchronization factor (Tij)

2 3 0.67 0.55

1 3 0.56 0.57

1 2 0.44 0.41

Voltage magnitudes and phase shift

Regions Rating in
voltage (pu)

Phase shift (degrees)

1 0.9821 24.23

2 1.0057 24.82

3 0.985 2.79

The expression |V1||V2|

X12
cos (δ1 − δ2) is specified as the tie-

synchronizing power factor (T12), and therefore its power imbal-
ance has the general expression as given by:

∆Ptie,12 = T12(∆δ1 − ∆δ2) (20)

In complement to the MATLAB model used to conduct the
dynamic frequency control analysis, the Rwandan power system
was studied and analysed in IPSA+ Power software. This was
accomplished by carrying out a power flow in order to acquire
the voltage and phase shift magnitudes and hence determine
the power synchronizing coefficient. The voltage magnitude and
angle values, along with the synchronizing coefficient that was
determined, are presented in
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Fig. 8. Predicted available flexibility.
Because the data necessary to compute the governor and
urbine time characteristics are not currently accessible, the gov-
rnor and turbine time constants are chosen according to the
uidelines outlined in the technical report (PES-TR1) (Mcgill et al.,
022; Anon, 1973) published by the IEEE Power & Energy Society.

. Results and discussions

.1. Aggregators possible contribution

This study takes into account a practical control area that
as residential and industrial loads and has the capacity to ac-
ommodate one thousand 1000EVs. The source that was used
o collect the data and the parameters of the behaviours of EVs
n traffic is Ulbig et al. (2014). Mudaheranwa et al. (2020) is
he source from which we acquired the data and parameters
bout the usage behaviours of shiftable loads. The use of historical
ata was necessary to check the findings of the prediction in
rder to assess flexibility. On the other hand, because there was
lack of historical data for the region that was the subject of

he investigation, the information regarding EV charging was ob-
ained from Udoakah et al. (2019), and the information regarding
hiftable load utilization was obtained from Luo et al. (2013).
ig. 8 displays the findings of the flexibility forecast. The purpose
f this study is to investigate a region that has three aggregators,
ach of which is represented by a unique shade in the figure
elow.
The findings that are provided in Fig. 7 are taken into consid-

ration during the optimization process in order to determine the
ggregator’s ideal contribution to the dynamic frequency control.
he findings are obtained by applying the parameter continuation
pproach described in Sandels et al. (2014) to optimize with
quality and inequality constraints. This allows for the optimiza-
ion to be performed. Fig. 9 displays the results obtained from
arrying out the optimization. The figure illustrates the optimal
mount of electricity that an aggregator is able to provide to the
rid at an affordable price from either the consumer’s side, the
rid’s side, or the aggregator’s side throughout the course of an
ntire day.
Load aggregators have a responsibility to take into account a

ariety of criteria, including the satisfaction of consumers, the
omfort of power use, and the habits of energy usage. In this
ontext, the load aggregator is obligated to make scheduled pro-
isions in ahead and provide customers with early notification
f the preparations. It has already been supposed that the load
ggregator has considered the factors of cost optimization when
stablishing the scheduling plan in order to fulfil the constraints
f user delay times and obtain the most cost-effective planning
3978
Fig. 9. The amount of power that was contributed by the aggregator after
optimization.

combination that is possible. After taking all of this into account,
the aggregator calculates how much of a contribution it makes to
the frequency regulation. The findings indicate that the analysed
region with three aggregators provides the most contribution
between the hours of 6:00 and 8:00 in the morning, it provides
the least contribution between the hours of 22:00 and 24:00 in
the evening.

3.2. Aggregators participation for the stabilization of grid frequency

The MATLAB Simulink toolbox was used to develop the Rwan-
dan three-area control system. The interconnected areas are sup-
posed to operate at a synchronized frequency of 50 Hz, which
is the standard. The network was modelled after the disturbance
was applied at t = 2 s (loss of generation) and 20 MW was
assumed. With this loss of generation, the analysis looks at the
Future Energy Scenarios (FESs) of Rwanda’s energy system as
they are presented in Li and Dankowicz (2022). Estimates of
energy demand and production capability through the year 2050
are conducted using the FESs developed in Li and Dankowicz
(2022). Three different scenarios for energy usage and electricity
production have been defined, taking into consideration a time
frame ranging from 2019 to 2050. These scenarios are derived
from various social, political, and economic influences, the variety
of power generation advanced technology (including renewable
energy resources), regional integration, and CO2 emissions. Ac-
cording to the information presented in Anon (1973), the three
distinct possibilities can be broken down into three categories:
the basic, medium, and high advancement scenarios. In order to
carry out simulations, the projected changes in solar photovoltaic
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Fig. 10. Frequency variations and restoration in control area 1 with different solar PV penetration.
Fig. 11. Frequency variations and restoration in control area 2 with different solar PV penetration.
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PV) uptake that occur during low, medium, and high progressing
cenarios are considered.
After considering the results presented in Figs. 7 and 8, the

requency response of the case study is analysed. The proposed
oad Frequency control is examined after loading the load control
lgorithm into the conventional LFC Simulink model

asic progression scenario
During the analysis, the behaviour of the grid model is in-

estigated with photovoltaic (PV) plants and the participation
f the aggregator in the frequency stabilization taken into con-
ideration. Because solar photovoltaic and electricity import do
ot follow the conventional generation inertia, the inertia of the
ntire system will be negatively impacted as a result of their
ntegration in the power supply mix. This study considers the
olar PV integration estimated in Mudaheranwa et al. (2022) for
hree different periods namely 2025, 2035, 2050. The estimated
olar PV integration for the above mention periods in control area
is 21% for the year 2025, 27% for the year 2035, and 30% for the
ear 2050 in this scenario.
Assuming a loss of generation of 20 MW at t = 2 s, as well

s the above-mentioned solar PV integration percentages in the
verall generation, it is seen that the frequency in each region
alls below the standard value of 50 Hz, as depicted in Fig. 10.
owever, the results of the simulation show a frequency that
ppears to be restored to 50 Hz within a very long duration
ecause the results show a frequency of approximately 49.85 Hz
fter a duration of 12 s. This suggests that the frequency will be
estored to 50 Hz within the very long duration. This decrease
n frequency is the result of an increase in the provided load as
3979
well as an increase in the PV generation that corresponds to that
increase. The frequency variations during the entire simulation
period in control area 1 with PV integrated is depicted in Fig. 10.
This response is shown for the periods 2025, 2035, and 2050.

At 30% PV penetration (in the year 2050), frequency dropped
the most because equivalent inertia decreased. As a result, the
system operates at below maximum allowable frequency of op-
eration of 49.8 Hz. For 2025 and 2035, the frequency decreased
from nominal, but it was still within the power system’s safe
working limits. To avoid the negative effects of extreme frequency
variations, a proper control technique must be used to maintain
load-generation balance and safe frequency.

According to simulation results by considering control area 2,
28% PV adoption is the point at which frequency decrease is most
pronounced for solar PV plant integration in years 2025,2035 and
2050. As a result, the frequency drop is also lower, but less com-
pared to the frequency drop in control area 1 (Roughly 0.029 Hz
difference). Fig. 11 shows the frequency characteristics results in
the control area 2 with integrated PV three different scenarios. It
is observed that the frequency in controlling zone 2 during the
years 2025 and 2035 restores to its set point after roughly t =

s just after perturbation. On the other hand, its same situation
ccurred in control area 2 when the year 2050 was taken into
onsideration after approximately t = 6s. It can be shown that
he synchronization in this control area happened much more
uickly in 2035 and 2050 compared to 2025. However, because of
he decrease in the inertia constant, in year 2035 and 2050, both
isplay a larger frequency drop in conjunction with a lower
orking frequency.
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Fig. 12. Frequency variations and restoration in control area 3.
Fig. 12 presents a visual representation of the frequency tran-
ients for the control area 3. This number makes it abundantly
vident that the maximum overshoot will be somewhere in
he neighbourhood of 0.478 Hz in the year 2025, 0.541 Hz in
035, and 0.72 Hz in 2050; this is equivalent to 0.956, 1.09, and
.42 percent in frequency drop, respectively. In addition, the
mount of time it will take for the frequency to stabilize following
step alteration in generation is somewhere around five and

ix seconds.
It is observed to have the largest value for maximum fre-

uency drop for the year 2050, which indicates that the decrease
n inertia forces the frequency to go less than its operational
alue. This occurs with a penetration of 16 percent for pho-
ovoltaic systems. Because of this, a suitable control technique
eeds to be utilized to assist in the demand–supply balancing
o that the frequency may be maintained at a level that is both
fficient and safe for performance. This is necessary in order to
void the unfavourable consequences of a high frequency vari-
tions. After considering the participation of aggregator for the
tabilization of frequency, simulation results shown in Fig. 13
hows the frequency response for each year.
When compared to the frequency responses that were seen

rior to taking into account the participation of the aggregators,
he findings that were obtained after taking into account the
uggested method reveal a frequency that has been restored to
he normal for all years. When there is a PV generation inte-
rated, the primary objective of aggregator in this work is to
xercise control and regulation over the frequency of the system.
he initial simulation results demonstrate that the aggregator
articipation lessens the decrease in the system frequency while
imultaneously lowering the amount of undershoot, as can be
hown in Fig. 7. The frequency at which the system operates is
etween 49. 664 Hz and 49.81 Hz for all three control areas when
he aggregator participation method is not present in the net-
ork; however, when the method is introduced, the frequency
t which the system operates increases to the normal which is
0 Hz in this case.
The utilization of aggregator grid frequency stabilization within

he system to supplement the PV generation and to furnish a
rompter reaction within the power system is the root cause of
he increase in frequency that has been seen.

edium progression scenario
The decreasing inertia constant observed in this scenario is a

esult of renewable technology becoming more widely adopted.
he PV solar installed capacity, for example, was expected to be
5 percent, 32 percent, and 37 percent from the years 2025 to

050, respectively. As consequence, a higher drop in frequency
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is also observed. Fig. 14 show the estimated frequency response
characteristics before the aggregators are considered as contrib-
utors to the frequency stabilization.

The findings presented in Fig. 13 demonstrate that there is
an increase in frequency deviation as a result of a greater percent-
age of renewable energy resources present within the system.
As PV integration increases, peak oscillations and settling delays
also increase, whereas there are some specific frequency dips to
lower levels than the normal frequency range. System frequency
oscillations (see bottom findings of Fig. 14 left side) are larger
in 2050 because of a continued adoption in renewables, while
for 2025, because there are fewer PV systems in operation, the
frequency variations in the system are at their lowest.

When the contribution of the aggregator is taken into consid-
eration, the findings demonstrate that even though the frequency
decreases, it quickly returns to the usual operating limit and
stabilizes itself there. As can be seen on the right-hand side of
Fig. 14, when the participation of the aggregators is taken into
account, the maximum decrease in frequency is observed is in
case three, where it drops to 47.5 Hz. However, as a result of the
impact of the proposed method, the frequency returns to 50 Hz,
whereas it returns to 49.5 Hz when there is no contribution from
the aggregators.

High progression scenario
In contrast to the results of other progression scenarios, the

simulation carried out using this scenario reveals in Fig. 15 that
each control area experiences a higher peak below the frequency
at which it is running. In addition, by the year 2050, the system
will have seen larger frequency variations and will have moved
closer to a state of instability due to the fact that the time it
takes for the system to restore itself will be greater than 20 s. To
clarify, the computed value of the inertia constant has dropped
more precipitously as the share of renewable sources in total
energy production has grown at the high rate (from around 7.2 s
to 3.83 s). It is evident that the trajectory of deviations and
transient response is practically comparable in 2025 and the year
2035. Additionally, the fluctuates in frequency variations that are
detected at each time instant are nearly similar in control regions
1 and 3, and this similarity can be related to the connectivity and
functioning of thermal power generation (see Fig. 15).

The analysis showed, when the contribution of the aggregator
is taken into account, that even though the frequency drops, it
quickly returns to the typical working limit and stabilizes itself
there, despite the fact that it was initially lower. When the
participation of the aggregators is taken into account, as can be
seen on the right-hand side of Fig. 15, the scenario in which the

frequency drops to its lowest point, which is 49.2 Hz, is the one in
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Fig. 13. Frequency response after considering aggregator participation for the year 2025 (top), 2035 (middle), 2050 (bottom).
hich the biggest fall in frequency is recorded. The frequency, on
he other hand, returns to 50 Hz as a consequence of the impact
f the suggested technique, whereas it returns to 49.5 Hz when
here is no contribution from the aggregators (see Fig. 15, left).

To visualize the contribution of the aggregators in each control
rea, this study assumes that the loss of generation happens
ometime in the morning, mid-day, and at one instant of time
n the night. The amount of power that is contributed by each
ggregator in each location is presented in Fig. 16.
With the loss of generation events, the aggregators contribute

ainly for the morning event with a contribution of about 4MW
ollowed by the night event with the contribution of approxi-
ately 3.5MW. This means that customers in the morning and
ight are consuming higher energy. However, results show that
hen consumption is well managed by aggregators the power
hat could have been consumed by uncontrolled loads is virtu-
lly sent back to the grid and therefore, contributes to the grid
tability.
As for the data for the usage behaviours of different type of

oads from looking at the case by case of the load under consider-
tion, the study considers first the household characteristics, as a
asic reference. This work considers the household characteristics
ased on a typical house consumption data in the Sub-Saharan
frica region in which the case study is located at.
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Table 6
Power demand of a typical household appliance in sub-Saharan Africa (Adkins
et al., 2012).

Appliances Power (W) Appliance Power (W)

Fluorescent lamp 40 Air conditioner 2000

Washing machine 380 Water heater 1100

Microwave oven 900 Television 180

Iron 1000 Computer 50

Refrigerator 220 Cooker 500

Table 6 lists some of the appliances found in a typical home
considered for the case study.

The working behaviours of the appliances are estimated in
order to predict the possible flexibility that these appliances can
provide. For example, the working condition of the refrigerator
is very consistent, and it spends each of its 24 operating hours
alternating between the work mode and the standby mode. The
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Fig. 14. Frequency response in all three control areas (right: before considering the aggregator participation, left: after considering the aggregator participation) for
medium progression.
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refrigerator has a reasonably long-running operation mode dur-
ing the hours of 6:50 and 7:20, 10:40 and 11:20, and 17:40 and
18:10 respectively.

Due to the weather condition, which is nearly the same across
the whole Sub-Saharan Africa, the air conditioner is switched on
from 0:00 to 4:00, from 12:10 to 13:50, and from 19:30 to 24:00.

Fig. 17 depicts the operating probability of six typical home
appliances based on their electricity usage patterns.

To estimate the day-ahead and real-time cost for a single
day this study refers to the electricity tariffs in Rwanda. As of
January 2021, the Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Authority (RURA)
has announced new electricity tariffs that are different than the
ones introduced in 2018. This study considers the end-user elec-
tricity prices that were reviewed in order to meet the required
operational and investment expenditures for the utility. The elec-
tricity tariffs adopted from Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Authority
(2022) are presented in Table 7. The presented electricity tar-
iffs are obtained by calculating several data points at various
levels of electricity consumption. This means that the end user
pays the electricity based on the maximum consumption per
month (based on different consumption blocks). To estimate any
cost of electricity at any time of a day, this study considers the
disaggregation of the presented tariffs where it is necessary.

The annual costs for the three scenarios that were mentioned
earlier can be seen in Table 8. These costs are broken down into
two categories: those that occur when there is no Aggregator
participation and those that occur when Aggregator participation
is considered.
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The most important things to notice are: (1) Participation of an
aggregator lowers costs, and in all three scenarios, the total costs
are lowest when an aggregator is taken into account. It makes the
total cost of the Basic progression scenario 11% lower than the
‘‘No Aggregator Participation’’ case, 11% lower for the medium
progression scenario, and 16% lower for the high progression
scenario. So, using Aggregator participation is a good way to take
advantage of how prices change in real time.

3.3. Comparison of the presented work with existing solutions

This section compares the presented work with existing so-
lutions based on different controller types, soft computing ap-
proaches, time-domain analysis, and the performance index.

Time-domain study compares parameters such as undershoot-
ing, settling time of different area frequency deviation (∆F1,
∆F2), and tie-line power fluctuation (Ptie). In conventional power
ystems, it is realized that the use of renewable energy sources
uch as solar photovoltaics and wind increases system perfor-
ance. However, to stabilize the system and connect power for
single and multiple-area power system, the only microgrid
owered by renewable energy requires advanced control and soft
omputing approaches. Consequently, the application of separate
ategory-specific controllers and soft computing techniques has
een discussed.
The works with the Pappachen and Peer Fathima (2021),

ahman et al. (2020), Xi et al. (2020b), as well as Veerasamy
t al. (2022), are taken into consideration. Both describe a two-
rea power system with various traditional energy resources,
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Fig. 15. Frequency response in all three control areas for (left: before considering the aggregator participation, right: after considering the aggregator participation)
for high progression.
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and Veerasamy et al. (2022) is thought of as a two-area system
with nonlinearities such as generation rate constraint (GRC) and
governor dead band (GDB). Both of these systems have been
studied.

According to Pappachen and Peer Fathima (2021), the tran-
sient performance parameter undershoots, overshoots, and set-
tling time of the Adaptive-Neuro-Fuzzy-Inference System (ANFIS)
controller are lower than those of the PI and fuzzy logic con-
trollers. Therefore, a system equipped with an ANFIS controller
is more stable and provides a faster response to settling than one
equipped with a PI or fuzzy controller.

A system with PID, and tilted integral derivative (TID), are
compared once more in Xi et al. (2020b), and it is discovered
from Table 9 that a system with an TID controller has supe-
rior dynamic achievement than a system with a PID, controller.
Based on the information presented in Table 9, we are able to
draw the conclusion that the energetic performance of the power
system containing a Generalized Hopfield Neural Network based
self-adaptive Proportional–Integral–Derivative (GHNN-PID) con-
troller is quicker than the performance of the I controller, the
PID controller, and the Fuzzy PI controller. However, when the
aggregator participation is considered, the system performance
3983
is more improved as the settling time, frequency deviation, and
Tie-line power fluctuations are decreased as shown in Table 9.

The articles Francis and Chidambaram (2019), Khadanga et al.
(2022), Singh et al. (2020), as well as Barakat et al. (2022),
are used as references for comparative analyses based on over-
shoot, undershoot, and settling time. Table 10 provides the data
for this research. The Automatic Generation Control (AGC) of
multiple-area, multiple-source power systems are examined in
Francis and Chidambaram (2019), Singh et al. (2020), whereas
the AGC of a two-area power system is considered in Barakat
et al. (2022). Conventional PI controller is adjusted in Francis and
Chidambaram (2019) using an alternative algorithm such as ge-
netic algorithm (GA)/ Bacterial Foraging Optimization Algorithm
(BFOA)/ Differential evolution (DE)/DE-Fuzzy and hybrid DE and
PS (HDEPS) fuzzy. Where PS stands as Particle Swarm.

It can be observed that the HDEPS fuzzy PI controller has bet-
ter system achievement than other control strategies in terms of
minimal settling times in frequency and tie lines power deviation.
Results show 2.2, 2, and 3.2 s for (∆F1, ∆F2, ∆Ptie), as indicated
n Table 10. Table 10 in the reference document (Singh et al.,
020) provides an indication of the transient specifications of the
ynamic response utilizing PID controllers.
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Fig. 16. The power deviation response of aggregators following a loss of generation at three distinct times during the day.
Fig. 17. Estimated consumption characteristics of household appliances.
It is possible to draw the conclusion that when SOS-PID con-
rollers are utilized, the values of overshoot, undershoot, and
ettling time are reduced to a greater extent than when other
ontrollers are utilized. According to the findings of Khadanga
t al. (2022), utilizing an ICA-PID controller rather than a GA-PID
3984
controller will result in the tie-line power, frequency deviations,
and change in generation being stabilized at steady-state with a
shorter settling time and less oscillation. This is the prediction.
The performance index undershoots and the settling time of a
PI controller that has been tweaked using GA/Fuzzy are offered
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Table 7
Electricity end-user tariffs as of January 2021 (Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Authority, 2022).

Customer Consumption block Tariff (FRW/kWh)

Residential

≤ 15 kWh per month 89

]15–50] kWh per month 212

>50 kWh/per month 249

Non-Residential ≤ 100 kWh/per month 227

>100 kWh/per month 255

WTP&WPS

all

126

Telecom towers 201

Hotels 157

Health Facilities 186

Broadcasters 192

Small industries ≤ 22000kWh/Year 134

Medium industries ]22000–66000] kWh/year 103

Large industries >660000 kWh/year 94

Data centres 179
Table 8
Total yearly purchased energy cumulative cost in FRW.

With no Aggregator With Aggregator Cost reduction in %

Basic progression 432,764,000 384,032,000 12

Medium progression 411,059,000 364,220,000 11

High progression 400,016,000 335,339,000 16
Table 9
Comparative analysis of the transient performance parameters of different LFC approaches with presented work.

Reference System
configuration

Used controller Undershoot in Hz
for ∆F and in MW
for ∆Ptie

Overshoot in Hz
for ∆F and in MW
for ∆Ptie

Settling time in
seconds

∆F1 ∆F2 ∆Ptie ∆F1 ∆F2 ∆Ptie ∆F1 ∆F2 ∆Ptie

(Pappachen and
Peer Fathima,
2021; Rahman
et al., 2020)

LFC in deregulated
power system

Conventional PI 2.2 1.8 35.2 1.4 1.0 15.8 4.8 4.2 5.6

Fuzzy Logic 1.4 1.2 32.6 1.0 0.7 14.7 3.6 2.8 4.2

ANFIS 1.3 1.2 28.2 0.9 0.7 12.7 3.6 5.6 5.6

(Xi et al., 2020b) Interconnected
power system

PI D 1.2 1.4 24.9 0.8 0.7 11.2 2.4 2.8 2.8

TID 0.8 1.6 21.4 0.5 0.9 9.6 4.8 5.6 5.6

(Veerasamy
et al., 2022)

Dynamic
Interconnected
Power System

I Controller 0.5 1.9 17.9 0.3 1.0 8.1 2.4 5.6 8.4

PID controller 0.6 0.5 14.4 0.4 0.3 6.5 4.8 4.2 2.8

Fuzzy PI 0.7 0.3 10.9 0.5 0.1 4.9 7.2 4.2 2.8

GHNN PID 0.4 0.5 7.3 0.3 0.3 3.3 2.4 2.8 5.6

Presented work Aggregator
participation

0.15 0.12 1.07 0.1 0.11 0.48 1 1 1
once more in Barakat et al. (2022). According to the findings
presented in Table 10, it is hypothesized that the power system
utilizing Fuzzy PI will have superior dynamic performance than
that of GA-PI as a result of lower values of undershoot and settling
time. Therefore, it was discovered that the resilience of AGC with
Fuzzy-PI controller against random load variations was superior
to that of GA-PI controller in this case.
3985
4. Conclusion

In this study, a Load Frequency Control framework based on
aggregators is developed to improve the frequency response of
the power system. It was demonstrated that the aggregator is
capable of forecasting available flexibility for the day ahead con-
tributing to the frequency control process. Results show that it is
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Table 10
Transient performance parameters of the PI, Fuzzy PI, and PID controllers considering different algorithms compared with presented work.

Reference System
configuration

Used controller Undershoot in Hz
for ∆F and in MW
for ∆Ptie

Overshoot in Hz Settling time in seconds

∆F1 ∆F2 ∆Ptie ∆F1 ∆F2 ∆Ptie ∆F1 ∆F2 ∆Ptie

(Francis and
Chidambaram,
2019)

Interconnected
power system

Conventional PI 1.8 1.60 32.00 1.3 0.88 14.4 4 3 4

PI with GA 1.2 1.10 29.60 0.9 0.61 13.32 3 2 3

PI with BFOA 1.1 1.10 25.60 0.8 0.61 11.52 3 4 4

PI with DE 1 1.23 22.67 0.7 0.68 10.2 2 2 2

Fuzzy PI with DE 0.65 1.48 19.47 0.5 0.82 8.76 4 4 4

Fuzzy PI with
HDEPS

0.4 1.73 16.27 0.3 0.95 7.32 2.2 2 3.2

(Khadanga
et al., 2022)

Interconnected
power system

PID with SOS 0.5 0.42 13.07 0.4 0.23 5.88 4 3 2

PID with ABC 0.6 0.23 9.87 0.4 0.13 4.44 6 3 2

PID with PSO 0.35 0.48 6.67 0.3 0.27 3 2 2 4

(Singh
et al., 2020)

Restructured
power system

PID with ICA 0.6 0.73 4.27 0.4 0.40 1.92 2 4 3

PID with GA 0.85 0.77 3.36 0.6 0.42 1.512 2 2 3

(Barakat
et al., 2022)

LFC of 3 areas
power system

PI with GA 0.65 0.52 5.07 0.5 0.28 2.28 4 2

Fuzzy with GA 0.4 0.47 3.47 0.3 0.26 1.56 6 3

Presented work Aggregator
participation

0.15 0.12 1.07 0.1 0.11 0.48 1 1 1
possible to use DR technology to stabilize the grid frequency. The
largest contribution was obtained between 06:00 and 8:00 for the
examined area with three aggregators, and the smallest contribu-
tion was obtained between 22:00 and 24:00. By considering the
whole power system, the findings demonstrate that even though
the frequency decreases, it quickly returns to the usual operating
limit and stabilizes itself back to the normal operating limits of
50 Hz as a result of the aggregator participation in the process of
grid frequency stabilization.

As for the cost analysis, It has been demonstrated that includ-
ng an aggregator in demand response activities results in cost
eductions. According to the findings, the overall expenses are
rought down to their lowest point in all three scenarios if an
ggregator is taken into consideration. As a result, the overall
ost of the basic progression scenario is 11% lower than it would
ave been in the ‘‘No Aggregator Participation’’ case; the total
ost of the medium progression scenario is 11% lower; and the
otal cost of the high progression scenario is 16% lower. Therefore,
aking advantage of the way prices fluctuate in real time is best
ccomplished through the use of Aggregator participation.
The following suggestions for the probable path to future

orks could be helpful in improving the research findings and
ffering interesting research subjects for future research work.

• Software development and experiment-based analysis to
study the load aggregator participation in the stabilization
of grid frequency

• Market model design based on the conventional load fre-
quency control and the participation of the proposed load
aggregator in ancillary services market.

• Frequency response studies using a larger test system and a
variety of disturbances and operating conditions.

• Propose diverse mitigate measures for example using stor-
age.
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